
PORANGUI CONCERTS 
DESCRIPTIONS FOR PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS 

Includes descriptions for: 

• World Soul Concert 

• Sonic Alchemy Sound Healing Journey / Sound Soak

• Yoga Soundscape

• Dancing Freedom Ecstatic Dance w/ Live Music 

• Dance.Sing.Play Workshop 


World Soul Concert 


Titles to choose from:  

Poranguí World Soul Concert

Poranguí in Concert: World Soul Music to Move You 

Poranguí: Sacred World Music ~ Sonic Journey to Move your Body, Mind, and Soul ~ 


Description: 

Brazilian World Soul artist, Poranguí masterfully weaves ancestral songs & indigenous 
rhythms from around the world as a one-man orchestra. His infectious grooves move 
the body, and soulFull harmonies uplift the spirit, transcending the invisible barrier of 
performer & audience. Immerse yourself in sacred sounds that transcend cultural and 
stylistic boundaries to deeply heal & integrate the mind, body and soul.


Journey through deep, earthy didgeridoo grooves into high-vibe ecstatic Brazilian beats, 
and return to still point with blissful African kalimba lullabies. From serenades 
and storytelling to beat boxing and booty shaking, an evening with Poranguí is sure to 
be a memorable one. Come, let yourself be moved!


About Poranguí:
Reared among the three cultures of Brazil, Mexico and the U.S., Poranguí was steeped 
in various traditional forms of music, healing and ceremony since birth. Drawing from his 
cross-cultural background and ethnomusicology training at Duke University, Poranguí 
has over fifteen years of international work experience as an artist, musician, educator, 
filmmaker, consultant and therapist, utilizing the healing properties of sound and 
movement to foster our individual and collective well being.


Shorter Description:

Brazilian world soul artist, Poranguí, masterfully weaves ancestral songs & indigenous 
rhythms from around the world as a one-man orchestra. His infectious grooves move 
the body and soulFull harmonies uplift the spirit, transcending cultural and stylistic 
boundaries to deeply heal & integrate the mind, body and soul.




Sound Healing Journey / Sound Soak: 


Titles to choose from: 

Sonic Alchemy: A Sacred Sound Journey for Healing and Rejuvenation

Sound Soak with Poranguí

Sound Healing Journey with Poranguí


Description

Experience the ancient healing art of sound and vibrational therapy. Brazilian World 
Soul artist, Poranguí masterfully weaves ancestral songs & indigenous rhythms from 
around the world as a one-man orchestra.  Immerse yourself in sacred sounds that 
transcend cultural and stylistic boundaries to deeply heal & integrate the mind, body and 
soul. Surrender your thoughts and drop into your heart, as you relax and receive these 
meditative sounds and sacred ancestral songs. Allow the notes to call your cells into 
natural resonance and full alignment, and emerge feeling a deep sense of nourishment 
and rejuvenation from the inside out. Journey through deep, earthy didgeridoo grooves 
into breathtaking indigenous medicine songs, and return to still point with blissful African 
kalimba lullabies. Come, let yourself be moved!


About your guide:

Reared among the three cultures of Brazil, Mexico and the U.S., Poranguí was steeped 
in various traditional forms of music, healing and ceremony since birth.   Drawing from 
his cross-cultural background and ethnomusicology training at Duke University, 
Poranguí weaves a sonic tapestry of indigenous and ancestral songs designed to 
awaken your soul. 


Shorter Description:
Experience the ancient healing art of vibrational therapy. Surrender your mind, and drop 
into your body and soul, as you relax and are bathed in sacred ancestral songs and 
sounds from around the world with musician and traditional healer, Poranguí.




Dancing Freedom with Ashley Klein and Live music by Porangui 


"Embody Earth Consciousness" is a sample theme - this part of the title may change 
depending on the venue / event 


Embody Earth Consciousness: Dancing Freedom with Ashley Klein featuring Live Music 
by Poranguí


Dancing Freedom is an ecstatic, somatic, and shamanic container for embodied 
awakening. Through free-form movement and gentle facilitation we journey through the 
elements and into self… a divine submersion into sound, motion, breath, and 
meditation, surrendering into our authentic experience and expression. In this sacred 
container we invite our body, heart, and mind to feel and dance our present-tense 
prayers. 


Brazilian World Soul artist and healer, Poranguí, masterfully weaves ancestral songs & 
indigenous rhythms from around the world as a one-man orchestra. Immerse yourself in 
sacred sounds that transcend cultural and stylistic boundaries to deeply heal & integrate 
the mind, body and soul. Guided by his live soundtracks and Dancing Freedom 
facilitator, Ashley Klein, we weave the medicine of movement and sound through the 
consciousness of earth, air, water, fire, and ether.


About your guides: 

Reared among the three cultures of Brazil, Mexico and the U.S., Poranguí was steeped 
in various traditional forms of music, healing and ceremony since birth. Drawing from his 
cross-cultural background and ethnomusicology training, Poranguí utilizes the healing 
properties of sound and movement to foster our individual and collective well being.


Ashley resides in Sedona, Arizona, where she facilitates Dancing Freedom and 
produces retreats and world music events. Her movement background ranges from 
ballet shoes to pom poms and includes a love for Brazilian and West African dance. To 
Ashley, dance is home- a place of inner connection and outer expression of self and all 
that is. 




Yoga Soundscape 


To some extent, this will vary on the type of class / teacher, but here is a sample… 


Description: 
Brazilian World Soul artist and healer, Poranguí, masterfully weaves ancestral songs & 
indigenous rhythms from around the world as a one-man orchestra. Immerse yourself in 
sacred sounds that transcend cultural and stylistic boundaries to deeply heal & integrate 
the mind, body and soul. Guided by his live soundtracks and MASTER YOGA 
TEACHER, TEACHER NAME, we weave the medicine of movement, breath and sound 
in this deep and embodied practice unlike any other you will experience.  


About Poranguí:

Reared among the three cultures of Brazil, Mexico and the U.S., Poranguí was steeped 
in various traditional forms of music, healing and ceremony since birth. Drawing from his 
cross-cultural background and ethnomusicology training, Poranguí utilizes the healing 
properties of sound and movement to foster our individual and collective well being.


Dance.Sing.Play Workshop 

Body Percussion and Voice Activation  


Dance.Sing.Play Workshop with Poranguí 

DANCE-SING-PLAY~ for~ BODY-MIND-SOUL 


Join master percussionist, musician, and healer PORANGUÍ as we create a circle of 
rhythm, sound, and movement!  Rediscover the first and most complex instrument 
known to humankind: your self. Together we will explore where body percussion, voice 
and Spirit meet in a polyrhythmic dance. By connecting with our body's innate pulse 
and cultivating that expression in a safe & celebratory container, we unfold ourselves to 
emBody Dance, Sing our Soul and Play our Mind. 


No experience necessary...this is for ALL! Come and experience the playful and fun 
VIBE created by a circle of people grooving to collective rhythm! 


About Your Facilitator, Poranguí: 

Poranguí sonically combines his cross-cultural background as a musician, artist and 
healer to engage and inspire his students to discover new possibilities for creative 
expression and personal empowerment. With twenty years of study and practice with 
an interdisciplinary degree from Duke University in Integrative Medicine, Poranguí’s 
work as a therapist  combines the healing properties of sound  & movement as an 
integral part of our physical, emotional and energetic well-being. 



